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SOLITARY WAVE SOLUTIONS
MULTIPLE SUPERCRITICAL
VRIES EQUATION
THE STATIONARY FORCED KORTEWEG-DE
AND THEIR STABILITY*
LIANGER GONGt AND SAMUEL S. SHENt
approximationof long nonlinearsurfacewaves in a channel flowof an
Abstract. The first-order
inviscid,incompressiblefluidover a bump results in a forcedKorteweg-de Vries equation (fKdV):
nt + Ax + 2a7x

+
I3xxx

= fx(x),

-O

< X < o,

t > 0.

The forcingrepresentedby the functionf (x) in the fKdV equation is due to the bump on the bottom
of the channel. In this paper, the solitary wave solutions of the stationary fKdV equation (sfKdV)
are studied. The supercritical solitary wave solutions of the sfKdV equation exist only when the
upstream flowvelocityc* is greaterthan a crucial value uc > gH, or equivalently,A > Ac > 0. The
existence of supercriticalpositive solitarywave solutions (SPSWS) of the sfKdV equation is proved.
Some orderedpropertiesand extremepropertiesof SPSWS are discussed. There may exist more than
two SPSWS fora nonlocal forcing.An analytic expression of the SPSWS is found when the forcing
is a rectangularbump or dent (called the well-shape forcing). Analytic solutions explicitlyreveal the
multiplicityof solutions and make the complicated sfKdV bifurcationbehavior more transparent.
Multiple SPSWS are also found numericallywhen the forcingis a partlynegative and partlypositive
bump, and two semi-ellipticbumps, respectively. Numerical simulations show that only one of the
fourSPSWS fora well-shape forcingis stable.
Key words. forcedKorteweg-de Vries equation, solitary waves, multiplesolutions, stability
AMS subject classifications.
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1. Introduction. Six years ago, Vanden-Broeck [11] considered the timeand inviscidfluidflowovera bump in
independentsurfacewavesof an incompressible
a two-dimensional
channel. The bottomofthe channelhas a semicircularbumpand is
otherwiseflat. Both the upstreamflowand the downstreamfloware uniformwithvelocityc* and depthH. The upstreamFroudenumberF, whichis definedas the ratio
of the upstreamvelocityto the criticalspeed of shallowwaterwaves gH, is greater
than one. He used the conformalmappingand Cauchy integrationtechniquesto convertthe Laplace equation in the fluiddomainwithnonlinearboundaryconditionson
the freesurfaceintoan integralequationofa complexvariable. This integralequation
was then solved numerically.This methodwas firstderivedby Forbes and Schwartz
contributionto this
forthe same fluidflowproblem[4]. Vanden-Broeck'ssignificant
problemis the discoveryof the existenceof two branchesof supercriticalpositive
solitarywave solutions(SPSWS). Here, "supercritical"meansthat F > FC > 1 where
Fe is determinedby the size of the bump. "Positive" means that the freesurface
elevationT(x) > 0 forany finitex C R. And "solitarywave" means that the free
= ?xx(?00)= 0. Vandensurfaceelevationr7has the property:r7(?oo)- qx(o
Broeck's computationalresultsshowed that when the Froude numberF increases
or the bump size approaches zero, the upper branch of the solutions approaches
the solitarywave in a- flat channel and the lower branch approaches the uniform
* Received by the editors June 30, 1992; accepted for publication (in revised form) October 20,
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flow(i.e., the null solution). Forbes and Schwartz'sfindingsare the solutionsof the
lowerbranch.
Two years later, Shen [8] publishedhis findingson the similarbifurcationphenomenonfromthe timeindependentforcedKorteweg-deVriesequation (sfKdV). The
equation is of the followingform:
(1)

Ax + 2ax

+

xxx = f(x),

-oX < x <

00

withthe solitarywave boundaryconditions
(2)

r(?o0)

=

7rh(?00)

=

rqxx(?o) = 0.

Here, A > 0 (means supercritical),a < 0 and j3 < 0 are constants. Shen's results
equationqualitativelyagree
obtainedfromthissimpleBVP ofan ordinarydifferential
large,thereexist two branches
withVanden-Broeck's.Namely,when A is sufficiently
of SPSWS: r,u(x)and iqe(x)withthe followingproperties:
77,(x)-

3a sech2 (4/3(xx-o))

?7e(x) 0
as A -* oo. In a two-dimensionalchannel, F = 1 + EA and e is a small positive
constant. Therefore, A -- oo implies that F -- oc, the limit described by Vanden-

Broeck (cf. [11]).
The sfKdV equation (1) was derivedforthe small elevationof the freesurfaceof
ordercH and fora small amplitudeforcingof order 2H, whereasVanden-Broeack's
modelwas forfiniteamplitudewavesand a largebump (the bump heightR is as large
as a halfofthe depthH ofthe upstreamfluid). Hence,it was generallyconsentedthat
classes of models: VandenVanden-Broeck[111and Shen [8] werestudyingdifferent
Broeckforlargebumpsand the finiteelevationofthe freesurface,and Shen forsmall
bumps and the small elevationof the freesurface.Only untilrecently,Shen surprisinglyfoundthat the valid range of the simple sfKdV equation is not restrictedto
small bumps and small elevations[10]. Rather,withlittleerror,it is a valid approximation model equation forall cases when Vanden-Broeck'scomputationalscheme
convergesand whenexperimentscan be conducted.Namely,the sfKdV equation is a
physicsexists.
valid approximationmodel as long as the corresponding
Since the sfKdV equation is the resultof the firstorderapproximation,an error
usually existswhen using the sfKdV equation as a model equation to quantitatively
describethe wave physics.This errorshouldbe oforderc2 and hencevariesaccording
to the "small" dimensionlessnumber"c". This "small" dimensionlessnumber"e" is
and dispersion,and
determinedby the size ofthe bump and measuresthe nonlinearity
Shen's startling
in
approximation.
formal
asymptotic
scale
the
is used as an ordering
e is as large
number
when
"small"
the
is
10%
within
showed
the
error
still
that
findings
as 0.7. When e = 0.7, the sfKdV equation models the same physicsas that studied
by Vanden-Broeckfora = R/H = 0.5, whereR is the radius of the circularbump.
evidence that the sfKdV equation is a
Shen's investigationhas providedsufficient
parsimoniousasymptoticmodel forthe correspondingphysics. Here,"parsimonious"
is a wordadopted fromLudwig's paper [5] and means "simple"and "correct"in the
sense of small error.
In the sfKdV equation,the forcingis usually classifiedinto two types. One type
whoseheightis comparablewiththe lengthofthe
ofthe forcingcalled "local" forcing,
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base support,can be approximatedby the Dirac delta functionin the dimensionless
long wave coordinates.In Shen's 1992 paper [10],consideredwas basicallythis type
ofthe forcing.All the solutionsofthe sfKdV equation can be foundanalytically.The
othertype of forcingis called "nonlocal" forcing.In the laboratorycoordinates,it
means that the supportof the bump is muchlongerthan the heightof the bump. In
particular,the bump lengthunder our considerationis comparablewith the length
scale of the freesurfacewave. The sfKdV equation with nonlocal forcinghas some
different
propertiesfromthat with local forcing.For instance,the sfKdV equation
may admit morethan two SPSWS when the forcingis nonlocal and negative. This
is in sharp contrastto the fact that the locally sfKdV equation have at most two
SPSWS. In this study,our focus is on the multipleSPSWS of the sfKdV equation
with nonlocal forcingand theirstability.The followingresultsconstitutethe novel
featuresof this paper:
(i) Proofof the positivityof solitarywave solutionsof the sfKdV equation;
(ii) Some orderedpropertiesand extremepropertiesof the SPSWS;
(iii) Analyticexpressionsof the SPSWS when the forcingis a rectangularbump
or dent;
(iv) NumericalSPSWS and theirbifurcation
whenthe forcingis a partlynegative
and partlypositivebump,and two semi-ellipticbumps,respectively;
(v) Numericalsimulationson the instabilityof the SPSWS.
The proofof the existenceof the SPSWS, althoughnot completelynew, fillsup
a gap in Shen's earlierproof(cf. [8]). The orderedpropertiesand extremeproperties
are usefulin understanding
the differences
amongmultipleSPSWS and envisagingthe
bifurcationbehaviorof the boundaryvalue problemforthe sfKdV equation. These
properties,some of whichare sharp,have not appeared in literaturebefore.Analytic
solutionsexplicitlyrevealthe multiplicity
of the solutionsand make the complicated
sfKdV bifurcationbehaviormore transparent.Althoughthe analyticsolutionsare
constructedfor the particularrectangularforcing,some of their propertieswhich
depend only on the area of the forcing(i.e., f?O. f(x) dx) are applicable to the
forcingof othershapes. Numericalsolutionsare necessaryformost typesof forcing.
The most subtle point in searchingformultiplesolutionsis the transitionfrom2
solutionsto 4 solutions,from4 solutionsto 6 solutions,and so on. The stabilityof an
SPSWS is definedaccordingto the evolutionof thissolutionwithrespectto the time
dependentfKdV equation. Our studyis based on numericalsimulationsand the small
perturbationto the originalSPSWS is introducedthroughtruncationerrors(or called
numericalnoise) in numericalcalculation. Our numericalresultsshow that onlyone
SPSWS is stable and the co-existenceof two or more stable states does not appear
althoughit is commonin biologicaland chemicalmodels. To the authors'knowledge,
all these conclusionsare new to the existingliterature.
We have arrangedthe contextof this paper as follows.To make the paper selfcontained,we recapitulatethe derivationof the sfKdV equation in ?2. Analytical
propertiesare studiedin ?3. These includethe existenceofthe SPSWS, some ordered
and extremepropertiesof the SPSWS. A well-shapeforcingis consideredin ?4. An
analyticexpressionof the SPSWS is foundin termof the Weierstrassellipticfunction. NumericalSPSWS fordifferent
typesof forcingare presentedin ?5. Numerical
simulationson the instabilityof the SPSWS are carriedout in ?6. In ?7, we make
some concludingremarks.
2. Derivation of the sfKdV equation. The fluidunder considerationis inis shownin Fig. 1. Let the
viscid and incompressible.The fluidflowconfiguration
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FIG. 1. Configurationof a single-layerfluid flow forced by a bump on the bottomof a twodimensional channel.

x*-axis be aligned along the longitudinaldirectionand on the bottomof the channel, and the y*-axisverticallyopposite to the gravitationaldirection.Let H be the
upstreamdepth of the fluid,p the density,p* the pressure,(u*,v*) the velocity,r7*
the free-surface
elevation,c* the upstreamuniformvelocity,y* = h*(x*) the bottom
topographyand g is the gravitationalacceleration.
Let L be the typicalwave length. We use L, H and p as the horizontallength
scale, the vertical length scale and the densityscale, respectively. The following
dimensionlessvariablesare introduced:
e

= (H/L)2 <K 1 (the small parameterin the sfKdV asymptoticanalysis),

(X y)

=

P

/(pgH),

F

(c1/2x*,y*)/H,

c*/vgH

p

=

/(c*H),

(u,v) = (u*,el/2v*)/
(Froude number),

h(x) = 6-2h*(x*)/H

gHI

Tj =

*/H,

(the small bump assumption).

and the bottom of the channel are
Since the flowis laminar,both the free-surface
streamlines. Let b be the dimensionlessstream functionsuch that ') = 1 on the
free-surface
and 0b= 0 on the bottom. Then
u=F-

v=-F--

ay

ax,

We make the followingcoordinatetransformation:(x,y)
((,X6) such that=
x, g6= 0(x, y). Hence (( = x,-0 = ' (x,y)) maps the fluiddomain in the x, y-plane
onto a strip Q = R x (0, 1) in the (,+)-plane. Here ((, ?b) is called the streamline
of (x, y)
y = f((, )) be the inversetransformation
coordinatesystem. Let (x =
((, ?). In termsof the streamlinecoordinates((, Vi),we have
-

F

U'OI =

f

f-,

_

ax

a

v a

a= F a=o'

_

u

a

ay F aV)

From the irrotationalpropertyof the flow,one can derive a second-orderpartial
differential
equationforf withindependentvariables( and / in Q. Since the stream
and the
functionis used, the kinematicboundaryconditionson both the free-surface
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bottomare satisfiedautomatically.Hence, the Bernoulliequation shall serve as the
boundaryconditionon Vb= 1, and the bottomtopographyshall serveas the boundary
conditionon -b 0. The resultingboundaryvalue problemis posed by
(3)

cf~fi,-2efJfCV, + (I + cf )io, =

(4)

F2( +C2f;)+ [2(f -1)

(5)

f = e2h(()

- F2]

2; =

o

in Q,

O

on 0 = 1,

on ?1= 0.

The above procedurewas used back in 1960 by Peters and Stoker[7].
Let Fo be the criticalFroude number. It is assumed that the upstreamvelocity
is near the criticalspeed and the responseof the free-surface
elevationto the bump
is of order0(e). Hence we have the followingasymptoticexpansion:
(6)

f = 4'+ Cfi((,4) + E2f2((, ) + O(e3),

(7)

F = Fo+?eA +O(E2).

Substituting(6)-(7) into (3)-(5), one can obtain a sequenceofequationsofsuccessive
orders.We need to use onlythose equations of the firsttwo orders.
The equations of the firstorder(i.e., 0(e) order)implythat
F2

fi =,OA((),

=

1 (the criticalspeed of the shallowwaterwaves),

whereA is an arbitraryfunctionof ( to be determinedby the solvabilitycondition
of the second order(i.e., 0(e2) order) problem. Since fi(Qlb
1) A(( =x), the
functionA(x) is actuallythe profileofthe firstorderelevationofthe free-surface
and
satisfiesthe equation
A"

-

6AA =- 2A2

2

-

3h.

This is the firstintegralof the stationaryfKdV problem (1)-(2) when a = -3/4,
/ = -1/6, f(x) = h(x)/2, and A(x) = i7(x)
3. Analytical properties of the SPSWS. In this section,we assume that
A > 0, a < 0, /3< 0, and f(x) c C6o(J). Shen provedthat the BVP (1)-(2) for
f(x) > 0 has at least one solutionif A is sufficiently
large [8]. Also, he claimed that
everysolutionis positive. Namely,everysolutionis an SPSWS. However,therewas
a gap in Shen's proofofthis positivityclaim. Here,we providea completeproofthat
fillsup the gap.
THEOREM 3.1 (positivityproperty). Suppose that q(x) is a solutionof thefollowingBVP:
(8)

Aq?+r2?+

(9)

1(?oo)

whereA > 0, a < 0,

x C R.

=

ir"=f(x),
<'(? oo)

3 < 0, f(x)

=

-oo < x < +oo,

O,

> 0 and f(x)

c C0(J), thenrl(x) > 0 for any

Proof.If 7j(x) is a solutionof the BVP (8)-(9), then we have

(10)

71(X)=

1- j+(

K
K(x,
,) (aq2/()f

f(())

d(
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xl) is the Green's functionsatisfying

-

Kf

->2K
v

= -6(&,-

x),

K(?

= ?oo,x) = 0,

v

-VA//.

Clearly,17(x)> 0 holds forany x c X since oa < 0, , < 0, K(x, ) > 0 and f(S) > 0
forany ( C R.
Now, suppose that thereexists a point a c R such that y7(a)= 0. From (10),

r1(a)=

:

j

-00

K(a, &)(oa2(()

-

f(s)) d - 0.

SinceK(a, () > 0 and aq2( )f (() < 0 we have aq2(() = f() forany C R
R. This
is a contradiction
sincef(Q,) > 0 forsome(i C R whereasa7 2(s,) is alwayslessor

l
equal to zero. Hence, q7(x)> 0 forany x c R.
Afterresolvingthe existencequestionofthe SPSWS, let us discussvariouspropertiesofthe SPSWS. For multiplesolutions,it is interesting
to investigatethe relative
positionofthe solutions.When we say that twosolutionsq7(x) and 72(X) ofthe BVP
(8)-(9) are ordered,we mean that 171(x)= r12(x)forany x c R. Numerousnumerical
solutionswe obtainedseem to suggestthat ifthereexistsa thirdsolutionofthe BVP
(8)-(9), thenit cannotbe orderedwithotheralreadyorderedsolutions.Indeed,thisis
generallytrue. We have foundthat the SPSWS ofthe BVP (8)-(9) have the following
orderedproperties.
THEOREM 3.2 (orderedproperties). (i) The BVP (8)-(9) admits at most two
orderedSPSWS; (ii) If two distinctsolutionsq17(x) and 72(x) of the BVP (8)-(9)
, then
oo
satisfy
i71(x)> 2(X) foreachxc R.
117i Iloo>ll 72 1l1 and 112 11Proof. (i) If the theoremwere not true,the BVP (8)-(9) would admit at least
threeorderedSPSWS. Assume that rRi(i = 1,2,3) are threeorderedsolutionsand,
withoutloss of generality,0 < mI< q2 < 73. Let w1 = 172- Iji, and w2 = 13-72
From (8), it followsthat
(11)

/3w'-

(12)

3w'

-

[-A

- a(17

[-A

- a(172 +

+ 72)]Wi,
3)]W2-

Multiplying(11) by w2 and (12) by -w1, addingthe two resultingequationstogether
and integrating
the sum from-oo to oo, we have

J

(W1 + W2)WlW2

dx =0 .

Clearly,w1 and w2 are positiveforany x c R. This is a contradictionand the proof
of (i) is finished.
Hence, if there exists a third SPSWS of the BVP (8)-(9), then it cannot be
orderedwiththe othertwo.
twofacts. First,under
(ii) The secondorderedpropertyis based on the following
the assumptionsof (ii), 17 (x) ?> 72(x)forany x c R. Ifthiswerenot true,therewould
exist xo C R such that 17i(xo)< 172(xo).Let w(x) = 171(x)- 172(x). Then, putting
17l(X) = w(x) + 72(x) into (8), one gets
(13)

(A+ 2oa72(x)) w(x) + aw2(x) ?,w"(x)
+

= 0,

x

C

R.
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On the otherhand, the functionw(x) has at least a local minimumpoint a such
that w(a) < 0 and w"(a) > 0 since w(x0) < 0 and w(?oo) = 0. Also, by the
assumption(ii) A + 2ac72(a) > 0, we have
(A + 2ac2(a)) w(a)

+

(a)

aw2

+

/w"(a) < 0.

This contradicts(13). Hence, TI1(x) > 712(x) forany x C R.
equations,that
The secondfactis, accordingto the theoryofordinarydifferential
the IVP
(14)

(A+ 2cT12(X))W(X)
?X+

(15)

w(x0) = W'(x0) = 0,

+
W2(X)?W"(X)

= 0,

XC

Xo C R,

has onlya trivialsolutionwhen?72(x)is a givenbounded function.In fact,(14)-(15)
equations:
differential
can be viewedas a systemof the first-order
dw
d

(16)

dv

dx

(17)

V
-

I12

[(A +

2ac2)W+

aW2],

withinitialvalue conditions:w(x0) = 0 and v(xo) = 0.
Since the right-handside of (16)-(17) is obviouslyin C1 and hence satisfiesLipschitzcondition,the IVP (16)-(17) has only a trivialsolution,that is, w(x) = 0 for
any x E R.
Now, let us returnto the proofofthe claim (ii). Suppose that the conclusionfails
to hold. There mustexist x0 e R such that rm1(xo)
=72(x0), i.e., w(xo) = 0. By the
firstfact,x0 is a minimumpoint of w(x), hence, w'(x0) = 0. Then, by the second
fact, nl (X) = i2(X) forany x E R. This is a contradictionto the assumptionand
El
completesour proof.
It is clearthateverysolutionto the BVP (8)-(9) is bounded. Finally,our concerns
are on the extremepropertiesof solutionsof the BVP (8)-(9).
THEOREM 3.3 (extremeproperties).(i) If r/(x)is a solutionof theBVP (8)-(9)
and f(x) C Cof(R), theneither

(18)

7 1o <

A2+

21flf 11

or

11

A-2

?4 cf

?+ A

whereI f I oo= max{If (x) l,x C R}; (ii) ifr (x) is an SPSWS of theBVP (8)-(9) and
?
(iii) if i7(x) is an SPSWS of the BVP (8)-(9) and
f(x) < 0, then 11 lo>-A/a;
f(x) > 0 and xo is a local minimumpoint of r/(x) in R, theni7(xo) < -A/ao; (iv)
if r/(x)is an SPSWS of theBVP (8)-(9), and if i7(x) > -A/ai and f(x) > 0 for all
x c supp(f), thenr/(x)has at most one local extremepointin supp(f).
Proof. (i) By (10), one can get
l(x)~ <?

-1(lal 1 a

P+CO

+
112 1?

f

Direct calculationof the aboye integralyields

IICx)jK(x

,)d.
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Thus
Hll

11HII2-A

1
A,Il?

0
II11f?>
f

whichis equivalentto (18).
(ii) By the continuityof i7(x), thereexists x0 E R such that 71(xo)=11 i7 ||
i?'(xo) = 0, and 7i"(xo) < 0. Since f(x) < 0, from(8), we have
Ain(xo) + an2(Xo)

= f (Xo) _- 3r('(Xo) < 0.

The conditioni7(xo) > 0 impliesthat A + ac7(xo) < 0. Therefore,1171 lloo= 71(xo) >
(iii) Since x0 is a local minimumpointof i7(x),then77'(xo)= 0, and 7i"(xo) > 0.
By (8), the conditionf(x) > 0 implies
A?7(xo) + a?2(xo)

= f (X0) -_/3r'(Xo) > i0.

Hence, from77(xo)> 0, we have A + a?7(xo) > 0, i.e., 71(xo)< -A/a.
(iv) Suppose that i7(x) has two local extremepoints a and b with a < b in
supp(f), then 77'(a) = r7'(b)= 0. Integrating(8) withrespectto x froma to b yields
b

Aj [>1(x)

+? ac2(x)]

b

dx + 13[r'(b) - 7'(a)]

f (x)dx.

This impliesthat
(19)

Aj

[>7(x) + a?72(x)] dx > 0

since f(x) > 0 forany x c [a, b] c supp(f). On the other hand, the assumption
i7(x) > -A/ai > 0 forall x E supp(f) leads to
rb

A?[A(x)+ a?2(x)] dx

< 0.

This contradicts(19), and our proofis completed.

El

4. Analytic expression of the SPSWS. It is interestingto solve the BVP
(8)-(9) analytically.Patoine and Warn [6],Shen [9],and Wu [13]have foundanalytic
expressionsforthe solutionsof the BVP (8)-(9) withdifferent
typesof forcingfunctions. In this section,we show that the solitarywave solutionsof the BVP (8)-(9)
fora nonlocalwell-shapeforcing

f(x) _ f-1,

0,

Ixl< a/2,

otherwise

can be expressedin termsof Weierstrass'ellipticfunctionsin the regionof the rectangulardent and matchedby hyperbolicsech2-typeof functionsoutside of the dent.
Here a is a positiveconstantwhichrepresentsthe lengthof the rectangulardent.
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4.1. Analytic expression of the SPSWS. Since the forcingfunctionf(x) has
a jump discontinuity,
the SPSWS 77(x)of the BVP (8)-(9) are all in Cl (J). When
x < -a/2, the SPSWS T7(x)of the BVP(8)-(9) can be expressedby
71(x) - --sech2

(x-LO),

wherethe phase shiftLo is to be determined.
When ixi< a/2, the SPSWS 7(x) mustsatisfythe equation

A77
+ c72 ? /"

(20)

The continuityof Dj and 77' at x =-a/2

=

-1

and x = a/2 yields

sech2

(21)

q7(-a/2)=-

(22)

77'(-a/2)

(23)

i7(-a/2)

(24)

77'(-a/2) = i7'(a/2), or 77'(-a/2)

=

=

(a/2+Lo)=-h,
4,3
(a/2 + Lo) -71,

tanh

<70

r1(a/2),
-77'(a/2).

The firstintegralof (20) from-a/2 to x (< a/2) satisfies
(25)

(7')2=

b1n3+ b2n2 + b377
+ b4,

where b1 = -(2a)/(3/3),b2
-A/,3 b3 = -2/3, and b4 =-b3770. By makinga
transform? = C1U + C2, (25) is converted into
(U'

(26)

4u
4

_

2U-93,

+ b3)/cl, and g3 2-(bic ? b2c2?
where cl = 4/blI,c2 = -b2/(3b1),g2 =-(b2c2
b3c2+ b4)/c2. Here, g2 is a constant and g3is a functionof Lo forgiven A,a, ,3, and a.

The generalsolutionof (26) can be expressedin termofWeierstrass'ellipticfunction
U = P(X + T, g2,g3) (cf. [12, p. 470]). Thus, when |x| < a/2, the SPSWS 7(x) can be
writtenas
(27)

77(X) = cl g(x

+ C2.

+ T, g2, g3)

Equations (21) and (22) are reducedto
(28)

770= clp(-a/2+

(29)

771= clgp(-a/2+

+ C2,

T, g2,g3)

T,

92, 93).

Further,fromthe followingidentityof Weierstrass'ellipticfunction(cf. [12, p. 482])
(x + Y,g2,g3)?(X,
+

g2,g3)?+ (Y,g2,g3)-

1
4

rg'(x,X,2,3)
g2,g3) gd(y,g2,g3)
- (Y9293)
-

P(,

2
93a.)

-

P(M

2 9)

2
2

X
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form:
4 {gclp(x

T, 92,g3)

+ a/2,{2,93)7-<
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in (27) can be rewrittenin the following

0 + C2

2

Cl

Equation (23) yieldsanotherequation:
(30) B(A, Lo) =_ {-

1(a,g2,g3)

o

}

-Clc(a,

92g 93) + 2c2

-

277o

0,

whichdeterminesthe phase shiftLo.
On the otherhand, whenx > a/2, the SPSWS can be expressedby
3A
71(x) - -sech2 -2

(x -L),

wherethe phase shiftL1 is to be determinedby the continuityconditions(23)-(24).
Consequently,foreach solutionLo of (30), we are able to constructan SPSWS
to the BVP (8)-(9), whichis expressedby

(
(31)

r (x)

-2

sech2

(x- Lo),

ccl (x + T, g2, g3) + C2,

|-3sech2

(x-L1),

-oo < x <-a/2,
-a/2 < x < a/2,
a/2 < x < oo.

4.2. Existence of multiple SPSWS. A salient featureof the BVP (8)-(9)
with a well-shapeforcingis that it may admit indefinitely
large numberof SPSWS
for suitable parametersOl and /3,and sufficiently
large values A and a. We have
numericallyfoundthat the numberofthe SPSWS ofthe BVP (8)-(9) is an increasing
functionof A and the dent lengtha. In fact, (30) may defineLo as a multivalued
functionof A. For a given A, the numberof the correspondingsolutionsof Lo to
(30) is equal to the numberof SPSWS of the BVP (8)-(9). Thus, the contourplot
of z = B(A, Lo) at level zero revealsthe bifurcationbehaviorof the solutionsto the
BVP (8)-(9).
3 =-1/6, and a as a
To illustrateour numericalresults,let us take Ol =-3/4,
parameter.When a = 1, the contourplot (Fig. 2) of z = B(A, Lo) at levelzero shows
that thereexist at most two solutionsto (30) for0 < A < 4. Precisely,thereare no
solution,one solution,and two solutionsforA < Ac(_ 0.9916), A = AC, and AC <
A < 4, respectively.This AC is called the turningpoint of the SPSWS bifurcation.
Figure 3 (a) showsthat thereare foursolutionsto (30) forsufficiently
large A > Ac2
when a = 2. There are two turningpoints in this case. One is Ac1(r 0.22175)
and the otheris AC2 (_ 0.339). Also, our numericalresultdemonstratesthat there
exists a pitchforkbifurcationat the turningpoint AC2. Figure 3 (b) displays the
local bifurcationdiagramin the neighborhoodofthe two turningpoints. The gaps in
Figs. 3 (a)-(b) are due to numericalerrors.Moreover,we have foundthat thereexist
eightsolutionsto the BVP (8)-(9) when a = 8. In the case of a = 8, thereare four

turning
points:AC1(, 0.3132),Ac2(, 0.3395),AC3(-

1.3866),and AC4(, 2.2545).

Figure 4 (a) shows the bifurcationdiagram for0 < A < 4, and Fig. 4 (b) shows
the local bifurcationdiagramfor0.3 < A < 0.4. Our numericalresultshave clearly
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram of the SPSWS in the plane (A, Lo) for a
contourplot of z = B(A, Lo) at level zero.

1 determinedby the

demonstratedthe existenceof two pitchforkbifurcationsat the turningpoint Ac2
(Fig. 4 (b)) and AC4 (Fig. 4 (a)). Anotherinterestingfeatureis that there may
forcingand the nonsymmetric
existnonsymmetric
solutionsin responseto symmetric
forcing,q(-x) is also an SPSWS
solutionsmustoccurin pairs. In fact,fora symmetric
solutionsmust be even.
if i7(x) is an SPSWS. Hence, the numberof nonsymmetric
Figures5 (a)-(b) show the graphsof two symmetricSPSWS and two nonsymmetric
SPSWS are
SPSWS when a = 2 and A = 3, respectively.These two nonsymmetric
indeed antisymmetric.
5. Numerical SPSWS. In ?4, we have analyticallysolved the BVP (8)-(9)
witha rectangulardentforcingfunction.But, the BVP (8)-(9), in general,cannotbe
solved analytically.It appears that it is not a trivialworkto findmultiplesolutions
schemewhichhas provedto be applicable to
numerically.Shen developedan efficient
any piecewisecontinuousforcingfunctionin Col [8]. In this section,our objectiveis
forcings,
to use Shen's schemeto searchformultiplenumericalsolutionsfordifferent
forwhichanalyticexpressionsof solutionscannot be found.
In orderto makethe numericalmethodand resultsself-contained
here,we briefly
describeShen's numericalschemein the firstsubsectionbeforepresentingthe numerical resultsin the latersubsections.The well-shapeforcingfunctionis reconsideredin
the secondsubsection.The numericalresultsobtainedherecoincidewiththe analytic
resultsobtained in ?4. A partlynegativeand partlypositive forcingfunctionand
twosemi-ellipticbumpsare takenas the forcingfunctionsin the last two subsections,
respectively.
5.1. Numerical scheme. Suppose that the forcingfunctionvanishesoutside
the interval(x_, x+). For x < x_, the solutionof the BVP (8)-(9) is expressedby
7(x) =-2-

sech 4(x-

o)

Here the phase shiftLo is to be determined.We need to solve the BVP (8)' (9) for
x > x_. Different
values ofthe phase shiftLo.
solutionsare distinguishedby different
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FIG. 3. (a) Bifurcationdiagram of the SPSWS in the plane (A, LO) for a = 2 determinedby the
contourplot of z = B(A, LO) at level zero. (b) Local bifurcationdiagram of the SPSWS in the plane
(A, LO) for a = 2 near the two turningpoints.

To determineLo, we solve the followinginitialvalue problem:

(32)

A? + o7?2+

(33)

TI(x-)=- - 2a sech241( 3-(x-Lo),

(34)

r'(x-)

-

,/,= f(X),

jii(x-)tanhA

x > x_,

>x-

-

Lo)
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FIG. 4. (a) Bifurcationdiagram of the SPSWS in the plane (A, Lo) for a = 8 determinedby the
contourplot of z = B(A, Lo) at level zero. (b) Local bifurcationdiagram of the SPSWS in the plane
(A, Lo) for a = 8 near the firsttwo turningpoints.
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(b)
Lo1

FIG. 5. (a) Two symmetricsolutions of the sfKdV BVP when a = 2 and A = 3 (solid line,
= 0.201436, and dashed line, L02 = -0.793253).
(b) Two nonsymmetric solutions of

the sfKdV BVP when a = 2 and A = 3 (dashed line,
= -1.93309).

L03

=

-0.0669117, and dot-dashed line,

L4

up to x+ fora trialvalue of Lo, and compute
BA(Lo)

_

(3(77(X+))2

?
+

?+

77(X+)

772(X+)

The SPSWS 7/(x)satisfies7r(+oo) = 0 if and only if BA(Lo) = 0 and 7/(x+) > 0
forsome Lo. If JBA(Lo)j< 10-5, we considerthis Lo as a numericalapproximation
solutionto B,(Lo) = 0. Using a do loop forLo, a functionBA(Lo) versus Lo can
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be plotted in the (Lo, BA(Lo)) rectangularcoordinate plane. The numberof the
intersectionsof the graph of the functionBA(Lo) with the L0-axis is equal to the
numberof SPSWS of the BVP (8)-(9).
All computationswere done on a SiliconGraphicsworkstation.The IVP (32)(34) was solved by an ODE solver NDSolve[ ] in Mathematica. Numericalresults
forthreetypesof forcingfunctionsare reportedbelow.
5.2. Well-shape forcing. Here, the well-shapeforcingintroducedin ?4 is reconsidered.Figure 6 displaysthe curveof BA(Lo) versusLo forA = 3 in the case of
a = 2. This curvehas fourintersection
pointswithL0-axis,i.e., BA(Lo) has fourzeros
Lo = 0.201436, -0.0669117, -0.793253, and -1.93309. Therefore,the BVP (8)-(9)
has fourSPSWS. These resultscoincidewiththose obtained fromanalyticsolutions
in ?4 (see Fig. 3 (a)). All graphsof these solutionsare shownin Figs. 5 (a)-(b).
5.3. Sine-shape forcing. In this section,the forcingwe consideris definedby

f( )
f

{ sin(7rx), -1 < x < 1,
0,

otherwise,

whichrepresentsa partlypositivebump and partlynegativedent. The turningpoint
of the bifurcationis Ac(- 1.391133). Namely,the BVP (8)-(9) has no solution,one
solution,and two solutionsfor A < AC, A = AC, and A > AC, respectively.The
correspondingbifurcationdiagram of the solutionsin the (A,?7(x_)) coordinatesis
shownin Fig. 7 (a). Figure 7 (b) showsthe BA(Lo) curveswhenA=3.3, 1.391133and
1.1, respectively.When A = 1.1, BA(Lo) has no zero, whichimpliesthat the BVP
(8)-(9) has no solution. When A = Ac, BA(Lo) has only one zero, Lo -1.003546.
Hence, the BVP (8)-(9) has only one SPSWS (Fig. 7 (c)). When A 3.3, B,\(Lo)
has two zeros: Lo1 =-1.1791328 and L02 -0.5662725. Hence, the BVP (8)-(9)
has two SPSWS (Fig. 7 (d)).

B_lambda

(LO)

3

2

- -.2

.

-1

_

LO

-1
-2
-3
FIG. 6. BA\(LO) curve versus Lo when A = 3 and a = 2 described in ?5.2.
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FIG. 7. (a) Bifurcationdiagram of the sfKdV BVP in the plane (A, r7(x-)) describedin section
5.3. (b) BA(Lo) curves versus L0 described in ?5.3, when A = 1.1 (no intersectionpoint with the
Lo-axis), A = 1.391133 (one intersectionpoint with the Lo-axis), and A = 3.3 (two intersection
points withthe Lo-axis). (c) The solution of the sfKdV BVP when A = 1.391133 (Lo = -1.003546).
\(d) Two solutions of the sfKdV BVP when A = 3.3 (solid line, Lol = -1.1791328, and dashed line,
L02 = -0.5662725).

5.4. Two semi-elliptic bump forcing. In thissection,the forcingwe consider
is definedby

{ ,1

21 - ~(x+2)2,

f(x)

=

-1(X

Ix+21 < 1,

- 2)2, Ix - 21< 1,

ol
0,otherwise,

bumps. In thiscase, we findthatthe crucial
whichrepresentstwopositivesemi-elliptic
value Ac is close to 0.94329. Thus, when A < Ac, the BVP (8)-(9) has no solution.
When A = AC, the BVP (8)-(9) has only one solution(Fig. 8 (a)) since BA(Lo) has
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FIG. 8. (a) The solution of the sfKdV BVP when A = 0.9433 (Lo =-1.7329)
(b) Four solutions of the sfKdV BVP when A = 2.2 describedin ?5.4.

describedin ?5.4.

only one zero at Lo = -1.732782. When A > Ac, the BVP (8)-(9) has more than
one solution. For instance,when A = 2.2, BA(Lo) has fourzeros: Lo, =-1.480978,
L02 = -1.487165, L03 = -1.534397, and L04 =-1.910591. Figure 8 (b) displays
these foursolutions: two symmetric(Lo1 =-1.480978 and L03 =-1.534397) and
two nonsymmetric
(Lo2 = -1.487165 and L04 = -1.910591). It is clear that two
solutionsare antisymmetric.
nonsymmetric
6. Stability of the SPSWS. We have analyticallyand numericallydemonstratedthat thereare manybranchesof SPSWS to the BVP (8)-(9). A natural and
importantquestion is which solution is stable with respectto the time dependent
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fKdV equation
+ 37xxx= fx, -oo < x < oo,

(35)

t + Ax + 2ax

(36)

7/(x,t = 0) = s(x),

(?o,

t) = O,

where2q,(x)is a stationarySPSWS of the sfKdV BVP (8)-(9).
This stabilityproblemis numericallyinvestigatedin this section. The instability
of the SPSWS may be looselydescribedin the followingway. We numericallysolve
the IVP (35)-(36) up to a certaintime t. Naturally,the small perturbationdue to
the truncationerrorin the numericalcomputationis introducedto the system.If the
initialprofileis subject to a dramaticalchangein a shorttime (say,t < 30), thenwe
say that this stationarysolutionrq(x) is unstable. It is also noticedthat the wave
resistancecoefficient
(37)

CD,, (t)

-j

fxdx=

_

d

j

2dx,

introducedby Wu [13],characterizesthe rate of the changeof the momentumof the
wave evolution. This quantitycan be used to discernthe stabilityof an SPSWS as
well. Namely,the stationarysolutionq, (x) is said to be unstableifthewave resistance
coefficient
CDS (t) variesin time. Otherwise,it is stable.
For numericalsimulations,the psuedo-spectralschemedeveloped by Chan and
Kerkhoven[3] are extendedto solve the IVP (35)-(36). In this scheme,the infinite
domainin space is replacedby -L < x < L withL sufficiently
large and the periodic
boundarycondition7(-L, t) = (L, t) forany time t > 0 is used. We carriedout
numericalsimulationsforthe case of the well-shapeforcingintroducedin ?4. As
discussed earlier,the BVP (8)-(9) with the dent lengtha = 2 admits fourSPSWS
when A = 3. All numericalresultsare presentedin Figs. 9-12 where (a) always
shows the evolutionof the initialwave profileand (b) manifeststhe wave resistance
coefficient
CDS (t). For a well-shapeforcing,the wave resistancecoefficient
CD,,(t) is
simplywrittenas
(38)

CD. (t) = q(a/2, t) -(-a/2,

t).

Our numericalresultssuggestthat only one SPSWS is stable and all the othersare
unstable.
Let us explainthe numericalresultsas follows.Figure9 (a) exhibitsthe evolution
of a symmetricSPSWS (solid line in Fig. 5 (a)). One can see that the initialwave
profileremainsin the same formup to timet = 30. Also, Fig. 9 (b) demonstratesthat
the curveofthe wave resistancecoefficient
CDS (t) is fairlyflat. Thus, this SPSWS is
stable. Two nonsymmetric
SPSWS are obviouslyunstable (Figs. 10-11). Figure 10
(a) showsthatthehigheramplitudewaveevolvesintothestablesteady-statewhilethe
loweramplitudewave deformsa littleand propagatesawayfromthe initialstate. This
resultprovidesevidenceof the existenceof "the basin of attraction"in the system.
The terminology"the basin of attraction"is adopted fromCamassa and Wu's paper
[2]. The othersymmetricSPSWS is unstable as well. Figure 12 (a) shows that the
wave profilesshiftleftand rightslightlyaround the initialprofileand (b) showsthe
oscillationof the wave resistancecoefficient
CDS (t).
Throughoutour numericalcomputation,we have takenL = 32 and the numberof
the collocationpointsN = 512. Due to the requirement
forthe linearstabilityof the
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FIG. 9. (a) Evolution of the stable SPSWS, correspondingto the solid line in Fig. 5 (a), when
2. (b) The wave resistance coefficientCDS (t) versus t.

scheme (cf. [3]), the time step At is taken as 0.005. All numericalcomputations
are implementedby a Mathematica code called "srecfkdv.m"on a SiliconGraphics workstation. For the purpose of viewingthe main characteristicsof the wave
motion,Figs. 9-12 (a) only display the evolutionof wave profilesin a subinterval
of (-L, L).
7. Concluding remarks. We have studied the supercriticalpositive solitary
wavesolutions(SPSWS) ofthe stationaryforcedKorteweg-deVriesequation (sfKdV)
and theirstabilitywhenthe forcingis nonlocal. Here,a "nonlocalforcing"meansthat
the supportof the forcingin the physicalproblemis of comparablelengthwith the
lengthscale L ofthe freesurfacewave. Hence,each typeofforcingconsideredherehas
a longsupport. In summary,we have analyticallyand numericallydemonstratedthat
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FiG. 10. (a) Evolution of the unstable SPSWS, correspondingto the dashed line in Fig. 5 (b),
when a = 2. (b) The wave resistance coefficientCDw (t) versus t.

the stationaryforcedKdV equation can have more than two SPSWS fora nonlocal
forcing.There may exist 2N SPSWS foran arbitraryintegerN when a and A are
sufficiently
large in the case of the well-shapeforcing.At the turningpoints from
two SPSWS to fourSPSWS, fromfoursolutionsto six solutions,and so on, there
may exist pitchforkbifurcations.Nonsymmetric
solutionsexist in responseto the
symmetricforcing.They mustoccur in pairs.
It is worthremarking
that Camassa and Wu have recentlyinvestigatedthe stabilityof the forcedsech2-likesolitarywaves [1]-[2]. They analyzedthe linearinstability
of the stationaryforcedsolitarywaves due to infinitesimal
disturbances.Three differentcategoriesof the stationaryforcedsolitarywaves are identified,whichoccur
in threedifferent
parametricre'gimescalled a periodicbifurcatingregime,an aperiodic bifurcatingregime,and a supercriticalstable regime. They also did nonlinear
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FIG. 11. (a) Evolution of the unstable SPSWS, correspondingto the dot-dashed line in Fig. 5
(b), when a =2. (b) The wave resistance coefficientCD,, (t) versus t.

stabilityanalysisfromthe Hamiltonianfunctionalformulation.In general,it is very
difficult
to analyze the stabilityof the stationaryforcedsolitarywaves. Even if analyticexpressionof SPSWS to the sfKdV equation is foundfora nonlocallynegative
forcingdescribedin ?4, the structureof the SPSWS is still complicated. Numerical
simulationsreportedin ?6 suggestthat onlyone SPSWS is stable and the othersare
unstable. To the authors'knowledge,therehave not been experimentsconductedfor
nonlocallyforcedcases. It seems that a furtherexperimentalstudyon this stability
problemwill be worthwhile.
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